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Japan – Australia Education relationship:
The human connections

Project objectives
• The long term benefits to Japan from sending students to
study in Australia and undertake research collaboration
with Australia
• Japanese Government internationalisation objectives:
–
–
–
–
–
–

improve Japan’s international economic competitiveness
develop ‘global talent’,
create new knowledge,
engender creativity and innovation,
enable people to ‘fulfill responsibilities to society’ and
enable people to have the ‘means for living a better life’.

–

Source: MEXT

• Project aims to measure how well Australian education
delivers against these objectives from student perspective

Co-publishing papers and citation impact
Aust-Japan co-publication by field of research (2012)

Aust-Japan collaboration citation impact

• Australia and Japan share a mutual research interests in fields such as medical and
health sciences, physical sciences, biological sciences, earth sciences and engineering.
• Over the last 10 years co-authored papers have doubled to reach over 1500 in 2012
• Citation impact increases significantly with international collaboration.
• Increased citation impact has a flow on effect for many areas of international education
for example it adds to university rankings.

University agreements

(Source: MEXT 2014)

Students numbers increase where
university agreements exist going
against overall downward trend
(Source: MEXT 2014)

Collaboration benefits
International
Collaboration
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international
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International
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Survey and interviews

• Survey - 298 survey respondents
• Interviews - 22 students, 8
researchers, many administrators
• Case studies – 26 case studies
• Government - MEXT overviews of
internationalization and study
abroad policies and programs

Other reasons:
I wanted to conduct my research
in Australia
There is only two-hour time
difference.
I wanted to study at a university
which supports international
students well (e.g. having
coordinators for international
students in each faculty).
to review my career

Other skills included:
My understanding of Asian
countries. I met many internationl
students from Hong Kong,
Singapore, Malaysia, Indoensia,
China etc in Melbourne. It helps
me to do trading with our business
partners in Asia now.
How to teach my mother toungue
under English speaking country.
Cooking – I learned to cook

Credit recognition as a perceived barrier
Credit awarded
by Australian institute

Credit accepted by
Japanese institute

“The credit system could be improved as I don’t think it is rewarding enough. For example
I’ve got 16 credits in Australia and it was transferred as 16 credits here but that isn’t
enough to pass the year. I needed more credits to pass the year even though I had
studied a year.” Takuro Hatori, interview subject.

Study and work after Australia
Where are they now?

Job titles

Relation of work to the field of study

Employment type

Positive results
• Over 95% of respondents said their experience in Australia
had influenced their interest in global issues and local
issues
• 90% said that their experience in Australia had influenced
their decisions about their future studies
• 79% said their experience in Australia had influenced their
knowledge creation and knowledge sharing activities
• 72% said their experience in Australia had influenced their
creative and innovation activities
• 73% of respondents who are working are doing so in a field
related to or the same as what they studied. Most are
working in private companies and are either permanent or
have long term contracts with professional job titles.

Face to face interviews - students
“I chose Australia as I knew it had a very good connection with Asian
industry. I knew that lots of Asian students study there and there is a
strong focus on Asia. I wanted an environment where I could develop
a network of Australian and Asian industry friends and contacts as
well.” MBA
“My study experiences and life experiences in Australia have
changed me so much and given me a new direction to follow in
Japan. I started lecturing in English and working with students to
promote study abroad. I love my work and I can use all of my
qualifications and experiences.” BA teaching, MA Ed
“Even now I cannot have such an outstanding experience of studying
philosophy in such an exciting place. The experience changed my life
completely. Thanks to that I am here doing my dream job.” PhD

Themes emerging - students
• Quality – overwhelming endorsement and at times surprise at
the quality of Australian institutes
• Increased confidence – major benefit for younger students
interviewed
• Safety – important in preferring Australia
• Asia – friendly and Asia-focussed
• Better understanding of Japan in global context
• Credit transfer & qualifications recognition
• English language environment
• Career and study - influential to direction and success
• Promote career fairs for Japanese students in Australia
• For many thinking about studying overseas start in high school

Face to face interviews - researchers
“I have come to be convinced that unless you spend at least a
couple of years abroad in an English speaking circumstance you
never become comfortable to write, listen and speak English at a
level sufficient for conducting serious academic debate in English.
I am determined to send as many of my students abroad as I can
to offer then that type of opportunity. In the future I would like to
send my students regularly to Australia for them to have that
exposure.” JMOOC collaboration

“My target is to bring the chemical energy produced in foreign
sunbelts to Japan. So I think which country is the best for Japan? And
one of the main countries that come to mind is Australia. Australia
and Japan have had a good relationship for a long time, so we can
work with Australians to develop the technology and if we succeed in
the production of solar fuels in Australia we can import solar fuel
from Australia.” Solar technology roadmap collaboration

Themes emerging - researchers
• Quality of researchers and institutes in Australia
overwhelmingly endorsed
• Researchers state collaborations result in productive
partnerships
• Australian researcher ‘Asia friendly’ attitudes frequently
noted
• Small time difference unlike USA or Europe is important
• Complimentary research areas encourage innovation
• Researchers stated that they encourage their students
to consider study in Australia
• Personal relationships are key to successful
collaborations

Results
• The results show that studying in Australia delivers long
term benefits to Japanese students such as increasing
skills relevant to developing ‘global talent’, creating new
knowledge, engendering creativity and innovation,
supporting people to ‘fulfill responsibilities to society’
and enabling people to have the ‘means for living a
better life’.

Specific findings
• Improving qualifications recognition and credit transfers for
studies undertaken in Australia will also address barriers to
Japanese students studying in Australia
• Increasing the options for students in English language
requirements for university entrance will encourage more
students to consider Australia at earlier stages in their study
cycle
• Supporting institution to institution linkages and more
specifically a ‘bottom-up’ approach is one way to address an
overall decline in student numbers
• Supporting researcher international collaboration will also
support international education

Thank you
• Case studies available on request
• Contact: maria.fleming@education.gov.au

